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Historic Global Concert to Bless Water for Peace, Health and Prosperity
Sedona, AZ — An unprecedented global “Concert for the Living Water” to give thanks and express
LOVE for H2O has been scheduled by a coalition of humanitarian and spiritual organizations for next
Summer Solstice. The 3-day event features experts, artisans, and recording artists honoring Water for its
sustaining and purifying presence.
LIVE H2O is planned to test the omni-spiritual power of human hearts focused on LOVE and thanks for
everything Water provides. All theologies and cultures honor the “universal solvent” as part of God or
central to Mother Nature, but recently its purity and even presence has been tested by pollution and
populations that take Water for granted.
Concert organizers consider this an urgently needed “experiment” testing the power of human hearts to
cocreate a better world by marrying the “universal solvent” and the “universal language”--music, to
activate the “universal healer”—LOVE. Lasting peace, world health, and widespread prosperity are
intended outcomes.
Featured speakers and performers are more than idealists--many are leading scientists, philosophers, and
experts in solving humanity’s greatest problems using Water. Examples include pollution-free
hydrogenfueled engines that operate hydroelectrically; hydrosonically-treated trace mineral Waters
featuring oxy-silver molecules proven to restore health and eliminating infectious diseases in people
worldwide; and new methods of harvesting Water from air to hydrate the world’s parched populations
and plantations.
This is not a pipe-dream. An online “Temple” has already been donated to convene 144,000 spirited
voices harmonizing with hundreds of thousands of others attending minimally nine venues
internationally, with potentially millions participating interactively from smaller venues and their homes
thanks to Internet advances. Several mega-servers to accommodate massive traffic have been donated,
and the combined signal is set to be directed into the world’s waterways and oceans using advanced
energy technology.
How is this concert different from others? Organizers say they will orchestrate a “LOVE Water prayers
and chants” that will resonate globally entraining human hearts to the scientifically determined sound of
LOVE, 528Hz, mathematically proven to be one of nature’s core creative frequencies; with theological
implications and confirmations coming from Bible code revelations. Many modern day prophets endorse
the event that explains why Water does so many amazing things, why it is used for Baptisms, and why
Judeo-Christian scholars consider it part of the “Triune God” accompanying God and the Holy Spirit in
cosmo-genesis.

Organizers are outreaching for support from all parts of the corporate world and entertainment industry
and praying to attract talent and co-sponsors heralding “green technologies” and positive messages. The
mission advances geopolitical transformation, economic rehabilitation, and expanded consciousness
embracing fundamental values of cooperation versus competition and sustainable production versus
brash consumption and environmental destruction.
“Imagine an ‘experiment’ in positivity ending pestilence, poverty, and war,” says concert benefactor
John Kreitzer, President of Magnus Products, LLC, a company that produces advanced silver hydrosols
used to treat infectious diseases without harmful side effects or environmental risks. “It warms my heart
to contribute whatever I can to make this concert happen.”
“I have been engaged in film making and consciousness raising for a long time,” says Voice
Entertainment cofounder Jim Law. “LIVE H2O blends science and spirituality in the most beneficial
way. Time is of essence, and now is the time for us to come together to help heal the Waters of the
world.”
AwakenTV creator Skip Thomas has volunteered time and technology to coordinate the event’s
broadcast. “The concept of simulcasting this exciting, educational, and entertaining event is thrilling and
humbling,” he says. “I volunteered for this project because it directly speaks to our common urgent
needs.”
Adam Klaasmeyer, who designed an unprecedented interactive website for LIVE H2O says, “I am
excited about the opportunity to be a part of LiveH2O. I have this feeling that my involvement is more
than just coincidence. I loved the LiveEarth event, but I felt it was missing prayer. I'm a Buddhist myself
and appreciate LIVE H2O’s focus and spiritual orientation. This multi-media event is multi-cultural and
interactive to allow people from around the world to pray together for something we can all be thankful
for, Water. That's inspiring.”
Klaasmeyer, director of MediaWireStudios.com, created a control panel for LIVE H2O that allows
every person on the Internet to actually produce their own show by selecting the performance(s) they
prefer to engage. The unique design also gives concert producers at each main venue the capacity to
broadcast the virtual control room live to their audiences over large screens. Broadcasters will project
dozens of mini-events occurring simultaneously, complementing the main venues and headlined acts.
In addition, concert coordinators and production staff worldwide will interact in designated chat rooms
to share knowledge, provide special alerts on outstanding performances, and solve technical problems
that may arise during the three day program.
LIVE H2O was conceived by Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz, an award winning author and public health
expert who credits “Divine revelations,” Bible code decryptions, and “monumental contributions” by
Water researcher and New York Times bestselling author, Dr. Masaru Emoto.
Dr. Emoto photographed Water responding to prayer, thanks, and LOVE. Those who study his work
conclude Water is ‘conscious’ and obviously intelligent. It changes structurally to communicate
messages. His conclusions are controversial, but Dr. Horowitz agrees. “Moses’s name means ‘saved by
the Water;’ Jesus said ‘I am the Living Water,’ so beyond Dr. Emoto’s thesis, there is solid scientific
and theological evidence to conclude Water must be conscious, intelligent, and in communication with
all forms of life.”

Dr. Emoto’s work, and the recovery of the original musical scale detailed in Healing Codes for the
Biological Apocalypse, furthered Dr. Horowitz’s decryption of Leonardo da Vinci’s most famous
drawing wherein The Vitruvian [Wo]Man’s heart is resonating in LOVE. Dr. Horowitz discovered the
frequency 528Hz--the “MIracle” note in the original Solfeggio musical scale--is encrypted in the cosmic
circle da Vinci drew representing the Divine connection for the ‘Universal Man.”
“So if we intend to evolve consciously, sustainably, and assertively in LOVE and good health, cocreating peace and prosperity, we’ve got to use the Creator’s technology that engages Water as the
“creative juice,” and the resonance frequency of LOVE, 528Hz, to crystallize the ideal visions we hold
for ourselves and our planet,” adds David Sereda, co-researcher of the award winning documentary
titled, Water.
LIVE H2O organizers are inviting famous scientists, activists, elders, healers, holy persons, recording
artists and celebrities to promote awareness that global peace, health, and alternative energy is available
now, and best advanced by Water science and reverence.
Special invitations to marquee acts are going out in January. “This will truly be a inspirational challenge
to some of the top musicians of our time," says Christopher Chabot, President of R.O.C. Entertainment.
"There are so many talented and successful artists out there that have made millions of dollars in the
music business and will be interested to learn that there is an even greater tool (528Hz) that will enable
them to have a deeper connection to their fans."
Beginning Friday, June 19, 2009, LIVE H2O will broadcast celebrities and world leading experts
sharing little-known facts about Water, its healing and purifying properties, and spiritual energies
operating within each hydrogen and oxygen atom. Saturday features music performed in 528Hz.
Detailed instructions about this tuning are already online at www.LOVE528.com. (Some bands will
perform in 417Hz, another core creative frequency, that harmonizes with 528Hz.)
The “Standard tuning” used in the Western music, “A” tuned to 440Hz, is unnatural according to a
growing number of experts. “There is a subtle yet perceivable difference between these tunings,” says
Tetrahedron Records “guitar alchemist” Scott Huckabay. “I feel the difference spiritually and
inspirationally when I play in either 528Hz or 417Hz tunings.” Modern Korg synthesizers can tune to
these more natural frequencies; so Korg officials are being asked to donate equipment for the concert.
Sunday, June 21, will feature spiritual and religious leaders sharing wisdom about Water and leading
chants, prayers, and meditations honoring Water as the creative juice in each of us. The event concludes
with the venerable Buddhist monk, Traga Rinpoche, leading the “LOVE Water Experiment.” For eightyone minutes—nine minutes of broadcasting from each of nine locations—144,000 voices will chant
prayerfully in cyberspace through the online “Temple” donated by world leading sound healing expert,
Jonathan Goldman. Performers and audiences at each venue will harmonize with the Temple
“gathering,” and the LOVE signal will enter the living Water using advanced hydrosonic technology.
The results expected include a massive entrainment of human hearts to LOVE, increased peace of mind,
less crime, and greater communion with nature. Behavioral scientists, medical sociologists, law
enforcers, and energy experts have volunteered to measure the outcomes.
For more information about L__VE H2O, “The Concert for the Living Water” visit www.liveh2o.org.
Your support, prayers, and donations are encouraged and greatly appreciated.
-End-

Note to Journalists: For interviews with any of the persons mentioned in this article, please contact
Jacqueline Lindenbach by e-mail at: tetra@tetrahedron.org, or by calling 1-208-265-8065.

